o safeguard an invention, the inventor must apply for a patent. The first step is to author a patent claim. The claim is the focal point of a patent disclosure and the actual subject of legal protection. Claims contain crucial information about the invention and must be formulated according to precise syntactic, lexical, and stylistic rules, as specified in the guidelines pioneered by the German Patent Office and commonly accepted in the US and other countries.
To successfully author a patent claim, you need two distinct types of expert knowledge: knowledge about the sublanguage of patents as legal documents and knowledge about the invention's technology. This is why inventors (who possess the technical knowledge) need the services of lawyers or patent experts (who possess the legal knowledge) to author a claim. To automate and thereby simplify the process of patent authoring, a system must elicit both kinds ~f knowledge.
Legal knowledge essentially manifests itself in the constraints on and preferences concerning the lexical and grammatical language elements in a patent disclosure. This type of knowledge applies to all patents regardless of domain and need not be elicited more than once. Technical howl-' edge and the language of its description are much more varied; thus, its elicitation should be conducted separately for each patent document.
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
Authoring patent disclosures is a complex task that is well suited for human-computer interaction, and patent claim composition is the most difficult part of this task. Even for experts, claim analysis and synthesis is time-consuming. In hopes of alleviating this situation, we have developed an experimental system for semiautomatic authoring of patent claims. The first implementation of our workstation, designed for both inventors and patent experts, is devoted to patent claim composition. The system has two stages:
interactive elicitation of the invention's technical knowledge, which fully automatic generation of the claim text to meet all legal requireis followed by ments.
Our focus in this article is on the first stage, interactively eliciting technical knowledge from the inventor. The second stage, text generation, is described in detail elsewhere by Svetlana Sheremetyeva and colleagues. 1 We have conducted a complete elicitation process for legal patent knowledge. This let us create a model of a patent expert's professional behavior during patent claim authoring, which helped us determine what menus to create. To do the work, we used published patent regulations and manuals as well as a sublanguage analysis of actual patent claims. In building our system, we extended the knowledge elicitation techniques used by other researcher^.^,^ As a result of this preparatory activity, we then developed the structure and content of an automatic, mixed-initiative interview (whereby the system makes suggestions but the user can override them) for eliciting technical knowledge from the inventor; designed the appropriate underlying knowledge representation for storing the elicitation process results and supporting text generation; compiled a lexicon of legal patent knowledge; and made the system's text generation stage completely automatic.
Lexicon acquisition
In our first experiments, English and Russian were the working languages (we discuss only the English version here). Because our system relies on a language-neutral world and sublanguage model, it can support authoring, with relatively minor changes, in a variety of languages as well as multilingual generation based on results from a single authoring session.
To build our system's lexicon, we relied on a generalpurpose world knowledge base, or ontology, developed in the Mikrokosmos semantic analysis pr~ject.~The purpose of this project is to support machine translation of natural languages.
Concepts 
Computer
Developing doqain knowledge and a lexicon is complex work, and we still cannot meaningfully generalize about how we chose the domain model's content, despite our experience in the Mikrokosmos project. Our experience is fairly typical of those who specify world knowledge. This happens, according to Mark M u~e n ,~ not because [the development of domain models] is unim-. portant (indeed, it is crucial) but rather because the development of models is so dependent on human ingenuity and inventiveness that it is often difficult to understand how such models are formed. ' We built the patent authoring system on a Sun workstation under the Unix operating system, using LISP and TcVTk. Figure 1 shows the system architecture. The architecture illustrates how the knowledge acquisition scenario, patterned after an inventor's actual approach to composing a patent claim, is organized in the workstation's authoring component.
System overview
Using common graphical interface tools (dialog boxes, menus, templates, and slide bars), the system guides inventors in describing every essential invention feature). It provides content and composition support through choices on pull-down menus. These menus supply access to domain models (ontologies) and to words and phrases required in a claim.
Once knowledge acquisition is complete, the system goes through a fully automatic text generation step and presents the inventor with claim text that consists of a single complex sentence. This sentence is semantically correct and syntactically legal.
KNOWLEDGE ELICITAT"
Patent law rather rigidly constrains the structural composition of claim text. The invention's generic features must be described first, followed by the "difference" (novelty) features. If the invention is an apparatus-which is specificallywhat our system is designed for-it must be described in a static state, without reference to its operation. An apparatus' properties may include its components and for each of these its shape ("triangular"), its materials ("steel") and associated properties ("transparent"), and its dimensions.
In addition, the claim must describe all relevant spatial, connection, purpose, and other relations among the components, using words that depict only states but not events, transitions, or actions, for example.
These constraints dictated the way we organized our knowledge elicitation scenario. Concepts of the Mikrokosmos general-purpose ontology that are germane to our task include the artifact and its descendants, which help the user identify the type of invention;
attributes, such as s h a p e , which may describe properties of invention components; relations, such as spatial, which describe how parts of inventions relate to one another (such as "above," "below," or "to the left of") and events, such as connected or inserted .which describe component interrelationships.
Many user interactions are based on the user's interpretation of the ontology. For example, it is the user who chooses between the system's proffered selections of "connected or "inserted," or between "cassette" or "holder." The pull-down menus also display material connected to the ontology, although users don't see the "raM ontology; rather, they see the English words presented as elements of natural language by the system for interaction. These words index ontological concepts and so serve as a special lexicon for patent sublanguage and domain.
Selecting the lexicon
Our selection of lexical items was also bound by strict constraints. The patent claim sublanguage has two crucial peculiaritiec. First, the number of senses for each vocabulary item (noun, verb, adjec- .
tive) is, on average, much smaller than in the language as a whole. This is common to any sublanguage. Thus, of the seven senses of the word engage in HarperCollins' Cobuild English Language Dictionary, for example, our sublanguage uses only one:
When a part of a machine or other mechanism engages or when you engage something in a machine or other mechanism, it moves into a position where two or more parts fit together.
The second peculiarity is inherent onlyto the legal sublanguage. To protect the inventor's rights, the patent author should be able to choose from all candidates the synonym with the broadest meaning that is still true. We determined the breadth of a word sense's meaning by calculating the relative occurrence frequencies of every word sense in more than 1,000 US patent claims.
We hypothesized that this measure is appropriate because the patents were written by patent specialists who had already used the words with broadest senses. For example, if a synonym set includes engage, hold, attach, lock, join, clamp, andfasten, the system displays this list in descending order of frequencies, with the idea that the first applicable word on the list would be the first choice.
Elicitation scenario
This algorithm describes our knowledge elicitation scenario (for more information on our elicitation technique, see the sidebar "Classifymg elicitation techniques") :
elicit-relations: mark-co-references: end
The first knowledge elicitation procedure, elicittype, helps the inventor define 'the type of invention by displaying a menu of all the inventioo types recognized by the US Patent Office. Once the selection is made (Apparatus was chosen in the example shown in Figure 2 , top pane), the elicit -title procedure helps the user select the most appropriate title for the invention. Interactively, the user can work with the ontology to find the core concept, the most appropriate term for the invention title. In the bottom pane of Figure 2 , the core concept cas s et t e was selected, which completes the ontological path artifact, device, mechaAism. and complex-mechanism.
If the ontology doesn't suggest an appropriate core concept for the invention title, the inventor can create one.
Once a core concept has been selected, the system offers a list of genus terms that describe it, because it is recommended that inventors include this in the title. The genus terms for apparatuses include apparatus, construction, assembly, device, means, machine, unit, and so forth. The rest of the title can be typed in as necessary. The system provides additional help for composing invention titles, as the sidebar "Selecting invention titles" describes.
The authoring system we've developed provides detailed facilities for eliciting the claim's content through questions posed by the system about each stage of the invention description, eliciting appropriate descriptive terms and then automatically producing simple sentences reflecting this input. Direct text editing is discouraged, though not prohibited, to reduce typographical and other errors. The simple English sentences correspond to state. ments in the system's internal knowledge representation language that are created from the procedures elicit - The procedure elicit-parts asks you to list the invention's major components and, once you've supplied them, asks a similar question about each major component in turn.
The procedure elicit -attributes deals with the invention's component parts as acquired from ei i c it -part s. The procedure's setup involves displaying each invention part name in turn and asking you to select an attribute, from the pull-down menu, that should be included in the claim. This menu is based on the ontological concept physical -ob j ec tattribute. When you select a specific attribute, a menu pops up, listing possible choices for attribute values. These choices are taken from an ontologicalframe for the corresponding attribute. Figure 3 illustrates an ontology frame that supplies values for the menu in eliciting the shape of an invention part. As always, you can either select one of the system's choices or create one.
Component interrelationships
At this point, all invention elements are fully described but not related to other parts. Eliciting these relationships coreference candidates and asks you to mark any elements that are coreferential among themselves. The morphological analyzer, which compares words regardless of their grammatical form as long as the root is the same, helps the search for coreference candidates. Figure 6 shows a nascent claim's completed content, which the system presents as simple statements. The text contains all the information for the claiirn, although not is the purpose of the e l i c i t -r e l a t i o n s procedure.
The initial interface setup for this procedure involves a graphical (hierarchical) representation of the invention's parts (and subparts) and a menu listing names of possible part relations. The menu derives from the ontology sublattices rooted in the concepts r e l a t i o n and o b j e c t -e v e n t . Spatial relations and physical connection types among parts receive special consideration (see Figure 4) .
With this procedure, you select two or more objects ("cover part" and "splice holder" were selected in the example shown in Figure 4 ) and then select the relation linking them ("spatial"). The system then displays a pop-up menu of English words and phrases that can realize (express in language) the chosen relation, to let you select the most appropriate one ("is mounted").
Selecting the verb phrase "is mounted" constitutes lexical selection, whereupon the system must determine the roles played by the highlighted objects "cover part" and "splice holder." The system presents you with a sentence (verb) template (see Figure  5 ) , based on knowledge about the case roles of the s p a t i a l relation underlying the selected vocabulary item. Case role is a semantic argument of a functionlike concept (usually an event).
You can then use drag-and-drop and/or typing to fill in the appropriate menu slots-what, where, how, and so forth, as shown. (If these fillers are phrases, the system records their boundaries to be used later for syntactic analysis and applied to the system's automatic components.) When the template is filled, the system finally generates a simple sentence in the main authoring window that becomes the basis for the patent claim. The e l i c i tr e l a t i o n s procedure continuesuntil all relations among the invention parts are elicited.
Completed claim text
Claim text elicitation is now essentially complete. To facilitate claim text generation, all references to the same object, known as coreferences, in the elicited knowledge should be marked. In the main authoring window, the system highlights 
Main Authoring Window

CASSETTE FOR HOLDING EXCESS LENGTHS OF LIGHT WAVEGUIDES IN A SPLICE AREA
A cassette for holding excess lengths of light waveguides in a spliced area comprises a cover part, a bottom part, two guide slots, guide members and a splice holder.
The bottom part has a bottom disk and ring.
The bottom part is pot-shaped.
The cover part is rotatable in the bottom part.
The splice holder is mounted on the cover part to form a rotatable splice.
The two guide slots are approximately radially directed.
The rim extends perpendicular to the bottom disk.
The cover part and the bottom part are superimposed to jointly enclose a n area.
The area forms a magazine.
The magazine is for the excess length of the waveguides.
The guide members are disposed on the cover part.
The two guide slots are formed in the cover part. et in accepted patent law form. The claim text generation tage processes the knowledge structures that were outiut from the elicitation stage and produces the claim text n legally acceptable format, as shown in Figure 7 . The patent claim authoring system's two stages are not trictly pipelined. In reality, the second stage starts well iefore the first ends, as the system uses facilities that propmrl y belong to the text generation stage to critique user "tries made during the acquisition stage. The system ooks for spelling errors and, more important, checks vhether the user input conforms to syntactic and lexical onstraints (for example, whether a particular entry is a ioun phrase). The system does not, of course, guarantee ,omplete correctness of user input.
'HE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM WE'VE DESCRIBED IS not simply a mowledge elicitation environment but is tightly inter-,onnected with text processing. The crucial prerequisite or the system's success is the application of a general-purlose ontology for semantically specifying patent claim ublanguage. This feature underlies our system's key tdvantage-unlike most natural-language processing sysems, it performs well without having acquired the lexical and ontological knowledge about technology sublanguages used in specifying patent claims. It's not essential for our system to have acquired the inventor's words and phrases for describing the invention in order to produce legal claim texts-of course, if such terminology exists, the system is better able to offer help at the authoring stage. Instead, during user interaction, our system gains sufficient knowledge of syntactic and semantic properties of phrases describing the invention for adequate decision-making during text generation, while the phrases themselves are treated as mere strings. In future work, we will analyze other application domains to establish whether the similar simplifymg (and, in fact, enabling) possibilities exist there.
We also intend to extend the system into multilingual generation (we have already acquired a Russian lexicon and grammar for the patent disclosure sublanguage); develop a patent search facility on the basis of the patent disclosure sublanguage and the information retrieval and extraction infrastructure design developed by the Advanced Research Projects Agencysponsored Tipster architecture working group; and combine the claim text generator with Mikrokosmos's analysis modules to assemble a system that automatically translates patent claims.
Rather than add the knowledge elicited from users to the system, we instead review it for possible new concept acquisition.6 Extending the ontology thus improves the quality of system-provided authoring help.
At present, the natural language processing component of our system doesn't analyze the semantics of user input. In fact, the "value added" by our system is the relatively inexpensive combination of system-based knowledge and interactive user input that now results in completely adequate patent claim authoring. However, once such system support is available that we can analyze each piece of user 2omputer input ontologically, that will pave the way to more advanced achievements, namely high-quality multilingual generation and automatic translation processes. I
